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By Aimee Parkison

BOA Editions Ltd. Paperback. Condition: New. 200 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x 5.2in. x
0.6in.Parkinsons prose flows with a subtle, musical rhythm that only prose can achieve, and then
rarely. . . Every sentence, every sentence, is exquisite. Debrah Lechner, Haydens Ferry ReviewAimee
Parkison most often begins softly, slowly stripping away each layer of social interaction to get at
what is numinous and frightening and necessary about living in the real world. These are stories
both about the difficulty and the intense suddenness of human connection, about the profound link
that exists between being in love and being alone. Brian EvensonParkison is a storyteller, conjuring
characters who harbor festering secrets, lurid urgencies, and violent compulsions. Like Joyce Carol
Oates, Parkison deftly works the caricatures of Southern Gothicism into terrifying clarity. Joseph
Dewey, The Review of Contemporary FictionFrom The Glass Girl: On certain evenings in dark motels,
she could transform her lip into the edge of the bottle, imagining her face was made of amber glass
and the men paused above her only to take a drink of breath. Over the years, men drank and drank
until there were only two sips left inside. They began sucking the air out of the...
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Comprehensive guide for ebook fanatics. I have read and i am certain that i am going to planning to read through yet again once again in the future. Your
lifestyle period will likely be change once you full looking over this ebook.
-- Ja kob Da vis-- Ja kob Da vis

The ebook is straightforward in read better to fully grasp. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I found out this
ebook from my dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Pr of . Lor ine Gr im es-- Pr of . Lor ine Gr im es
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